Nominations for all awards are due by November 30, 2021. Winners will be notified by January 6, 2022, and awards will be presented at the 2022 SCP Annual Conference. Nominating someone is not difficult – just send a brief letter to the committee indicating why you think someone is deserving of an award. We will follow up.

Please send all nominations to Heather Kennedy heather@div13.org.

For questions about eligibility or clarification of requirements, contact Awards Committee Chair Paul Winum at pwinum@rhrinternational.com.

**AWARDS WITH STIPEND ATTACHED:**

**RHR International Award for Excellence in Consultation**

This award is given to an individual with an unusually distinguished career in the practice of consulting psychology. It is funded by the consulting firm RHR International and honors a founding member of the company, Perry L. Rohrer, who epitomized the standards of excellence that RHR and the Society seek to perpetuate. The award is accompanied by a $1,500.00 check.

**NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS:**

- One-page letter of nomination outlining nominee’s contributions to excellence in consultation.
- Three letters of endorsement from consulting clients.
- Nominee resume or CV.

**LWF Award for Excellence in Developing Consulting Psychologists**

This award is given to an active Consulting Psychologist (practices Consulting Psychology 75%-time or more) who is tangibly and consistently investing in the development of students, early career practitioners, and/or other psychologists who are making the transition into the field of Consulting Psychology. The contributions of the recipients may be tangible (formal mentorships, workshops, internships, fellowships, etc.), or less formal (a history of informal mentoring, coaching, or consultation with other professionals). The award is accompanied by a stipend of $1,500.00 and an additional $1,500.00 for the awardee’s use in sponsoring a “developing others” initiative in the year following receipt of the award.

**NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS:**

- Letter of nomination to the Awards Committee of SCP, outlining the nominee’s contributions to developing consulting psychologists.
- At least two supporting letters documenting nominee’s contributions.
- Nominee’s resume or CV.
SCP Award for Excellence in Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I)

This award recognizes consulting psychologists for outstanding consultation to organizations to enhance their Diversity and Inclusion agendas, to help organizations retain, promote and develop diverse leaders, and to help organizations create a more diverse and inclusive workforce. Consultation as well as relevant publications, presentations and/or research in the area of D&I will be considered. Preference will be given to consulting psychologists who offer innovative ideas to the field and contribute to the development of D&I within applied psychology or related disciplines. This award is accompanied by a stipend of $1,000.

NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS:

- Letter of nomination to the Awards Committee outlining the case for the nominee’s work as exemplary in D & I services and/or in the significant development of the field.
- Letters of support from two clients and/or from other psychologists who have observed their work in this area.
- Provide materials created for workshops, training, consultation or presentation, including assessment tools, theoretical statements, published research or popular articles, or presentation materials that provide evidence of the significance and innovation involved in the candidate’s work.
- Nominee’s curriculum vitae that reflects the focus and breadth of work (professional roles, publications, presentations) for which the candidate is being recognized.

SCP Award for Early Career Impact in Consulting Psychology

This award recognizes work of significant impact by consulting psychologists who are roughly eight to ten years beyond the doctoral degree. The contributions honored will represent significant contributions in innovation, practice, research or service that is distinguished by its clear impact on an organization(s), its notable influence on the practice of consulting psychology more generally, or its clear promise for creating new directions in some area that is translatable to practice or the field. Successful candidates will hold a graduate degree in psychology from a regionally accredited university located in the U.S. or Canada, or the equivalent in other countries. This award is accompanied by a stipend of $1,000.

NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS:

- Letter of nomination stating the nominee’s qualifications for the early career impact award
- Provide written reports of anonymous, published or presented case studies of innovative work with clients, evidence of useful and new assessment tools, innovative theoretical papers, published research, or evidence of service that has had an impact on the profession of consulting psychology. The key is to provide evidence of the significant impact related to the nominee’s work.
- Two letters of support. They may be from clients or senior colleagues who are knowledgeable about the nominee’s impactful work. At least one letter must be from a senior colleague who is a member of SCP or a relevant Division of APA.
- Nominee’s CV
Vandaveer Award For Facilitating Publishing By Practitioners In Organizational Consulting Psychology

This award shall be given to an individual who is (a) him- or her-self well-published in refereed journals, and who (b) actively facilitates organizational consulting psychologist practitioners’ publishing, thereby contributing their learnings from professional practice to the evidence base in psychology. This is one small but important step in working to narrow the “practice – science gap” in organizational consulting psychology, helping to stimulate more practice-based evidence. The award is funded by The Vandaveer Group for a $1,000.00 stipend for the awardee.

NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS:

- Letter of nomination to the Awards Committee of SCP, documenting (a) the nominee’s contributions to the scientific evidence base in psychology, and (b) the contributions to same of consulting psychologist practitioners’ work as a direct result of the nominee’s encouragement and facilitation to make it happen.
- At least two supporting letters documenting nominee’s contributions.
- Nominee’s resume or CV.

Nominations for all awards are due by November 15, 2021. Winners will be notified by January 6, 2022, and awards will be presented at the 2022 SCP Annual Conference.

PLEASE SEND ALL NOMINATIONS TO:
Heather Kennedy
heather@div13.org

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT ELIGIBILITY OR CLARIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS:
Paul Winum, Awards Committee Chair
pwinum@rhrinternational.com